Pre-surface preparation features when applying wear resistant composite sprayed coatings
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Abstract
In this paper we consider the use of composite metal sprayed coatings for the improvement of the abrasion resistance levels in the working surfaces of friction couples. It is noted that pre-surface preparation, which provides the proper surface roughness that improves the adhesion of the coating to the base, is an important processing step prior to applying such coatings. As a method which enhances the adhesion strength of the sprayed coating, we consider the jet-abrasive (shot-blasting) treatment to be ideal. The object of our research was the compression piston rings of an internal combustion engine with a composite steel-molybdenum coating. Such coatings provide high abrasion resistance for the rings of a good many large-sized engines. The research that has been carried out allowed the conclusion to be reached that the surface roughness depends on abrasive blasting modes, and that it impacts upon the strength of adhesion between the coating and the base. We proposed the jet-abrasive processing modes, which provide the required roughness to the working surface of the piston ring before spraying. Keywords: composite coatings, wear resistant sprayed coating, surface roughness, adhesive strength, abrasive jet machining, piston rings.

1. Introduction
Improving the reliability of modern machinery, reducing maintenance costs, ensuring competitiveness, extending useful life, and also carrying out machinery refurbishment by restoring units to like-new operating condition with the help of state-of-the-art technology are the priority trends in technology development.

The utilisation of protective and wear-resistant-coating application technologies, of which gas-thermal and plasma flame processes are preferred choices, is one of the radical methods available when it comes to solving this problem. Current coating equipment, materials, and technologies permit us to significantly reduce or exclude the effect of such factors as erosion, corrosion (including hot corrosion), cavitation, etc on the wear and tear of parts [1].

Gas-thermal and plasma flame composite coatings (Figs. 1.a and 1.b) are used for equipment repair and hardening the working faces of new parts. Depending on the purpose of a coating and its operating conditions, the requirements can change for strict adherence to the principal parameters of a coating (ie. in terms of its composition, thickness, density, and adhesion) [2, 3].

Gas-thermal coatings are used extensively in the manufacture and repair of a number of essential combustion engine components, primarily in terms of cylinder-piston group parts (pistons and piston rings), crankshaft main and rod journals, and a number of other parts.

Abrasive jet machining of the base surface is used extensively as a preparatory operation before applying the spray coating. Such preparation work cleans the surface and upsets its thermodynamic equilibrium with the environment, breaking the chemical bonds of the base surface atoms: i.e. it is activated chemically. However, base surface activity reduces rapidly due to the chemical absorption of gases from the atmosphere and also thanks to oxidation. Besides this, machining roughens the surface, causing a temperature increase in the contact surfaces of deposited particles and roughness peaks, and serving to increase the total area of the applicable welded surfaces. A rough surface has a larger area than a smooth one; this fact also contributes to increasing adhesion strength. Another factor which helps to determine the adhesion efficiency of roughness in the target surface is the volume of roughness cavities which ensures the necessary value of deposited layer shrinkage during cooling [2, 4].

The objective of this work is to study the relationship between the adhesion strength of the piston rings’ gas-thermal wear-
resistant composite coating on the working surface’s roughness following abrasive jet machining which, in turn, depends upon its prevailing conditions (the distance between the working surface and the nozzle exit, the number of passes, the operating air pressure, and the shot changing frequency).

In industrially advanced countries, the replacement of ‘dirty’ electrodepositing gas-thermal spraying is viewed as a solution to environmental problems. Many Russian and foreign authors propose various methods of applying protective and wear-resistant coatings, including the development and improvement of methods which involve spraying on various vital parts. The thermal spraying process diagram is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram gas-thermal coating deposition
2. ábra Gazlángos szórás sémája

The process of applying coatings includes the following operations: preliminary preparation of the target surface in order to obtaining the firm adhesion of the material to be deposited; material preparation; coating application; and machining the coating after its application [1, 2].

When coatings more than 1.0 mm thick are deposited on load-bearing parts, special machining is also used. Such machining can be grouped into types as follows: knurling, notching, grooving, and ‘ragged’ thread cutting. Threads and grooves should not be deep. Excessive depth leads to excessive porosity and the blistering of fused coatings.

The target surface must be roughened in order to improve coating adhesion. Abrasive jet machining, etching, and electrosparking methods are all used for that purpose. Depositing an intermediate layer which consists of materials which have good levels of adhesion to the base metal is a method that has been used increasingly in recent years.

Abrasiv jet machining is the most versatile method. Its advantages are connected with the capabilities involved even in the machining of large areas and oxide film removal from the target surface. Roughness levels depend upon the abrasive type, air pressure, the equipment used, and the surface hardness.

Primary machining of base surface is an important factor in ensuring firm adhesion of the deposited coating to the target surface, because in most cases the deposited coating has bonded with the base surface as a result of mechanical adhesion. Therefore the base surface must be rough enough so that the deposited particles that strike the base surface and are distorted are be bound rigidly to the surface asperities.

The increase in terms of mechanical adhesion strength is connected with the increase of the base surface area and making the base surface more active. This is also important for other types of adhesion. Therefore the intense roughening of the base surface is an important requirement.

Another method of machining the surface before applying the coating is shot blasting.

Shot blasting roughens the target surface. Fig. 3 shows surfaces after shot blasting (a) and after applying the coating (b).

Fig. 3. The surface after shot peening (a) and after deposition (b)
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2. Piston ring surface machining for applying a wear-resistant coating

Operational experience regarding combustion engines demonstrates that their reliability depends to a large extent on the wear rate of the top piston rings as determined by their vibration and stress-strain behaviour, as well as on the composition and technology of the application of a wear-resistant coating which permits their structural composition to be controlled.

Coatings are deposited onto the working surfaces of piston rings in order to improve their terminological behaviour. This is an area in which improving wear resistance and ensuring lubrication and sealing under extreme operating conditions are to the foreground. The composite coating material must match the materials used in the construction of the piston ring and the cylinder wall, and also the engine oil. Coating the working surfaces of the piston rings has become widely used. Piston rings in mass produced engines are often coated with chrome, molybdenum, and ferric oxide.

One of the principal reliability factors is the limit to the service life which depends upon the wear resistance of friction couples. It is well known that the friction in piston rings amounts to as much as 50% of overall engine friction, with the work put in by the top compression ring providing the highest figure within this percentage. This is connected to the ring having to work under great temperatures (up to 200°C) and in a semi-suspended condition. However, the actual service life so far of the top piston rings has been much lower than the service life of other combustion engine cylinder-piston group parts. For example, the extensively used galvanic method of coating the working surfaces of piston rings with chrome reduces the wear rate by only 30% when compared to the figures exhibited by uncoated rings. This is manifestly insufficient, especially under
great combustion pressures in cylinders which are typical for high-power combustion engines. As the compression intensity increases in combustion engines, previously used technologies which involved depositing porous chrome coatings onto the piston rings meet increasingly stringent requirements for coatings under higher temperatures and pressures to a lesser extent.

In coatings which are based on the use of deposited molybdenum and its compounds, these are often deposited on the top compression rings in the manufacture of piston rings for larger-sized engines used in haulage lorries, diesel locomotives, etc. (Figs. 4.a and 4.b). Molybdenum ensures high thermal resistance thanks to its high melting point (2,620°C). Besides, by using this method of applying the coating it is possible to obtain a porous structure in the material. Motor oil can remain in microcavities on the working surfaces of the rings (Fig. 4.b), thereby preventing scouring under extreme operating conditions. Under these circumstances the coating thickness reaches between 0.5–1 mm and even more.

Coating to base bonding strength is doubtlessly a condition of the normal operation of rings that are coated with wear-resistant coatings. As a piston ring operates in an engine, tensions linked to external forces are being applied to the rings and high temperatures arise in the adhesion contact area. Therefore the adhesive strength of the wear-resistant coating is a very important operational characteristic of piston rings in combustion engines. To a large extent, this characteristic depends upon the base surface pre-machining method. Shot blasting is used prior to the application of gas-spray coatings (in particular, the molybdenum coatings) on piston rings of large-sized combustion engines. The task of ensuring the necessary surface micro-relief and shot-blasting conditions prior to the application of the wear-resistant gas-thermal coating is critical.

3. A discussion of the research findings

Our work considered a composite steel-molybdenum coating which was obtained from molybdenum wire and steel wire and deposited by using the gas-thermal method on the working surface of piston rings of a 210 mm diameter.

Prior to applying the coating, a total of twenty rings were placed on a mandrel, and a trapezoid groove was turned on the working surface of each of them. Afterwards, the rings were shot-blasted and coated with a gas-thermal coating on the same mandrel.

Adhesion strength was determined by the twist angle α at which the coating on finished rings sagged. The relationship between twist angle α and roughness parameter Rz was determined by the use of the indirect method. At first, the relationship between Rz and α was discovered, and then their mutual dependence was assessed.

Abrasive jet machining was carried out under the following conditions:
- distance between the working surface and nozzle exit: 130 mm;
- operating air pressure: 0.4 MPa;
- number of passages: 2;
- mandrel rotation frequency: 17 min⁻¹;
- nozzle's angle of attack: 80°.

The shot was changed after the machining of 35, 40, and 43 mandrels with rings. The roughness of the ring specimens was measured on a model 201 profilograph/profilometer. At first, we determined the relationship between the ring specimens’ roughness Rz and the shot change frequency n as represented in Fig. 5.a. It is evident that the roughness ensured by the newer shot is higher than it is in the older version.

![Fig. 4. Design types of top compression piston ring (a) and molybdenum coating ring (b)](image)

The results of tests aimed at determining the twist angle α at which the coating would delaminate depending on the shot change frequency are shown in Fig. 5.b. The twist angle varied from 57° at n = 35 to 39° at n = 43.

A study of the results presented in Figs. 5.a and 5.b means that the relationship between twist angle α and roughness Rz (Fig. 5.c) can be obtained. It can be seen that, within the roughness variation range being studied, the aforementioned relationship is approximated as a virtually linear one, i.e. adhesion strength increases as surface roughness increases.

Therefore, when taking into account the fact that as operational experience shows, the piston rings operate normally when the coating separates at twist angles exceeding 35°, so that one can conclude that shot must be changed after
machining a maximum of forty mandrels. The minimum roughness in this case would be limited to $R_z \geq 22 \, \mu m$.

In the second series of tests which were aimed at ensuring the required surface roughness following abrasive jet machining, various conditions for such machining were studied and their relationship with roughness parameters were uncovered. In each set of experiments, one of the machining parameters varied: the distance between the working surface and the nozzle exit, the number of passages, or the operational air pressure, while two other characteristics remained unchanged.

In the first set of experiments, the distance between the working surface and the nozzle exit varied (70 mm, 90 mm, 110 mm, 130 mm, and 150 mm). Machining was carried out in two passes at a 0.4 MPa operational air pressure. Fig. 6a demonstrates that 110 mm should be used as the optimum distance between the working surface and the nozzle exit both for the new shot method and for shots after machining a total of forty mandrels.

In the second set of experiments, the number of passages varied ($k = 1, 2, 3$). The distance between the working surface and the nozzle exit was set at 110 mm and the operational air pressure was at 0.4 MPa. As illustrated in Fig. 6b, $k = 2$ should be considered as being the optimum value.

In the third series, the operation air pressure varied ($P = 0.35 \, MPa$, $0.40 \, MPa$, and $0.45 \, MPa$). The number of passes was set at two and the distance between the working surface and the nozzle exit was 110 mm. $P = 0.4 \, MPa$ should be considered as being the optimum figure with regard to obtaining the necessary roughness (Fig. 6c).

It can be seen that our studies resulted in the discovery of the relationship between the adhesion strength of the gas-thermal wear-resistant coating on the piston rings and the roughness of the working surface following abrasive jet machining and establishing machining conditions which ensure the optimum levels of roughness: operational air pressure - $0.4 \, MPa$; number of passages - two; distance between the working surface and the nozzle exit - 110 mm. The shot must be changed following the abrasive jet machining of a maximum of forty mandrels with rings.

4. Conclusions

1. Surface roughness obtained as a result of abrasive jet machining exerts a considerable level of impact upon the adhesion strength of coating as obtained by gas-thermal and plasma flame spraying.

2. Spray coatings based on molybdenum and its compound are extensively used in the manufacture of piston rings for large-size combustion engines. Coating adhesion to the base surface is closely associated with obtaining the necessary levels of roughness and abrasive jet machining conditions.

3. We have proposed the use of abrasive jet machining conditions (operational air pressure: $0.4 \, MPa$, distance between working surface and nozzle exit – 110 mm, number of passages – two, shot change needed after machining forty mandrels), which ensure the required roughness levels in the piston ring’s working surface ($R_z \geq 22 \, \mu m$) prior to applying the coating.
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